Can I enrol in ANU+ in Semester 2 2020?

Yes, we will be conducting virtual workshops online instead of face to face workshops over the course of the semester. You can register on CareerHub (search ‘ANU+’ in events) and you will be sent more details specific to your workshop closer to the date.

How do I continue to do ANU+ in Semester 2?

The ANU+ program will still operate in Semester 2, and we are working with organisations to find ways in which you can volunteer with them remotely and we will communicate these with you. Volunteering online is a good way to keep volunteering while practicing social distancing and other precautionary measures. There are several global organisations as well as local ones you can contribute to virtually.

One main website to look for online/remote opportunities is GoVolunteer:

Organisations also get us to post opportunities on our Facebook page, so we recommend you to follow the page.

How do I get my timesheet signed if I do not see my volunteer coordinator face to face?

Instead of submitting a physically signed time sheet, two other ways are now accepted during this semester.

1. Get your organisation to write an email stating you name, when you did the volunteering and how many hours were completed.
2. Some organisations provide a record online - take a screenshot, and make sure it includes your name, when you did the volunteering and how many hours.

Submit one of these options in lieu of your time sheet on CareerHub:
https://careerhub.anu.edu.au/students/workflows/detail/13

How will my overseas and interstate hours be affected?

We understand in these unusual circumstances volunteering online with organisations outside of Canberra may be the most viable option. We are therefore removing the cap on interstate and overseas volunteering for this semester, meaning you can count as many hours as required toward your total program hours.

How can I communicate with ANU+?

The ANU+ team is still here to help you if you have any questions about the program. Email us at anuplus@anu.edu.au if you have any questions. You can also message the Facebook Page.

What is happening to ANU+ events?

In line with university policy, with all non-essential events being cancelled, ANU+ is no longer holding face to face events for the rest of the Semester. We are working on innovative ways to conduct our events virtually, such as a virtual volunteering expo in August. You will be let known about these events when they go live.